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ON A CHARACTERIZATION OF LINEAR SUBSPACES OF OBSEFVABLES
In this paper we shall give a ohara^ttfrization oi cartaix linear subspaees of bounded observable» on a a»un logic.
We shall call a "sum logic" che logic L <?;hich satisfies the Uniqueness and Existence properties (lj» [2. ], i.s.
L it an orthomoduiar 6-lattice which is quite fall with respect to s set of states M (that is, {m e M : m(a) « l}s{m Vrm(b) « 1 implies eOi a,beL), satisfying following properties:
(U) m(s) m for all meM implies x = y, where x and 2 are bounded observables on L, (B) for any two bounded observable« x and 7 there ia a bounded observable z such that
We shfell call z the sum of x and 5 and write z = x + y, ?or the definitions and notations see [t] and [2] • To any aeL there is a (unique) simple observable xQ suci that x-{1} » a, JEa{o} « a X . We shall need following lemma ( [1] , Lemma 6,2 It is straightforward to show that if y is an observable, and fn, f are Borel measurable functions such that xn=fQ(x), n=1,2,... and f(y) = x, then xQ -x everywhere iff ffl(t) -f(t) for all t e Z°, where Z e B(K) is such that y(Z) = 0.
Let us denote by X the set of all bounded observables on L. For a (sum) sublogic LQ of L denote by X(LQ) the set of all bounded observables with the ranges in LQ, i.e.
X(L q ) .{xclt R(x) clj,
Hot we are ready to formulate the main theorem of thia paper. The proof of it is an adaptation of the proof used in [5] by the characterisation of "measurable subspacea" of Lg-spaoea.
Theorem. Let Y be a subset of X. Then there is a sua sublogic L Q of L such that Y * iff the following is satisfied gebra of L such that tj R(x n ) cB. It can be easily seen that 00 n»1 n U H{x ) c L Implies B cL". (In fact, B is the smallest subn-1 00 ° logic of L containing U R(x n )). Let y be an observable n«1 11 such that ti(y) = B and let {f n } nEl be Borel functions each that x fl f n (y)» n=1,2,... . As x n -»x, {f n } ne1 is a Cauchy sequence, so that there is a function f suoh that f fl (t)-~f(t) for all teZ c , y(Z) = 0. Since x n , x are compatible, there is a Boolean sub-6-algebra, say B 1t such that 00 1 U R(x_)uR(x) cB 1# Clearly, B cB 1 . Let z be an observable n * 1 r 100 such that R(z) = B^ There are functions {g n } n=1 . g» g 0 such that x fl * 6 n (z), n=1,2,..., x » g(z) and f(y) = g 0 (»). As Let x be any bounded observable such that R(x) c LQ. Ve already know that if x is simple, then x eY. If x is an arbitrary bounded observable, we can write x = f(x), where f(t) » t *(j(x)(*)» te R, and 6(x) is the speotrum of x. We shall imitate the method often used in the integral theory: we can prove that g(x) eY for oharaoteristic functions, simple functions and finally for all bounded measurable functions g. Thus we obtain x « f(x) eY, so that Y = X(L0).
